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(Off-line only; Available to B-17 on-line)
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Detail Level Cycle
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Dot commands are entered by opening a
radio (press /) and typing a command
preceded by a  "."

Because you cannot open a radio in
off-line mode, many of the dot commands
are not available unless the "term" button
is selected.

Certain dot commands are available only
in the HQ and others only in a plane.
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.gun XXXX position Request position specified w/ player XXX
       Positions = top, bottom, left, right, nose, tail, obs (observer)
.gaccept XXXX Accepts request from player XXXX
.gaccept all Accepts all requests
.greject XXX Rejects request from player XXX
.greject all Rejects all requests
.gclear clears accepted gunners or your position
.jump change gun positions onboard plane
.status displays status of pilot and gun positions
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Plane Commands
.dweeb # Toggle standard (0) & easy (1) flight models
.e Allows you exit a plane on the ground
HQ & Plane Commands
.radio Displays current radio settings
.radio ### Sets a radio to a specified frequency
.radio # XXX Sets radio # to player XXX
.speed ### Sets the speed of plane with speed trim

.jsquad XXX Accept an invitation to join a squad

.jwing Accept an invitation to be a wingman

.move [f,b,g]## Move to field, briefing room, or general room ##

.name XXX Names a squadron XXX. (Squad leaders only)

.plane # Selects the plane you will fly

.ord # Load ordnance set 0-3. w/o # lists avail. loadouts

.rank Displays the top 100 pilots (Updated daily)

.remove XXX Removes XXX from a squadron. (Squad leaders only)

.fields Provides status of all airfields

.fly Moves you from HQ to your plane

.fly b Places you at the opposite end of runway

.fuel ### Loads fuel. ### equals % of tank capacity

.handle XXX Sets your WarBirds handle

.help Provides a list of the dot commands

.invite XXX Invites XXX to join a squadron.  (Squad leaders only)

.login Logs a player back into WarBirds

.roster Provides a roster of players currently logged in

.salvo ## Selects number of bombs / rockets fired (pickle on)

.score XXX Displays score for player XXX

.slogan XXX Selects XXX as squad motto. (Squad leaders only)

.smoke  ## Smoke trail with ## interval between puffs

.squad XXX Displays roster and scores for squad XXX

.wwing Invites XXX to be your wingman

.withdraw Withdraw from a squadron

.wwing Withdraw a wingman invitationHQ & Tower Commands
.clear Resets your score
.conv ### Sets the convergence of your guns
.country # Sets your country
.delay ### Sets bombs delay for ### milliseconds
.disband Disbands a squadron. (Squad leaders only)

.dwing Decline a wingman invitation

.exit Logs out of WarBirds to opening menu
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Construction Instructions:
Trim the edge of one sheet. Overlap onto the second sheet and tape together.

Laminate the Øverlay to increase durability.
Clear, self-adhesive, vinyl shelf lining material will work as a substitute.
Or cover the entire Øverlay with strips clear adhesive tape as a last resort.

Cut out the grey sections using an X-Acto or other  sharp hobby knife.
Check the fit on your keyboard and trim if necessary.
The overlay shouldn't restrict the movement of any keys.

Storage:
The best way I've found to store my Øverlays is to make a folder.
Cut two pieces of stiff cardboard. Mat board works well and comes in colors.
Space them approximately 2mm apart and tape them together at the  bottom edge
with duct tape or heavy packing tape to form a hinge. Put tape on both sides of the
hinge to completely cover the adhesive of the tape.
Separate the overlays with sheets of paper. Index tabs are a nice touch.
Use a heavy binder clip to keep the folder closed.

"Paperware" Shareware:
This Øverlay was made for my own use but I thought
others might like to give  it a try.
If you keep it and use it (even if you don't) send me email.

Bob Heffner
Xam@access.mountain.net

Let me know what you thought. I'm always looking for
ways to improve my Øverlays.

If you would like a printed, laminated Øverlay send $5.00
plus  $2.00 shipping to:

Studio Graphics - MaxØverlays
P.O. Box 1223
Fairmont, WV  USA 26554-9245

This Keyboard Øverlay is not intended to be a substitute for the manual.  It is
designed to be a quick reference to the controls and their locations on the
keyboard. The software has many options that can best be learned by
reading the instructions provided by the developer. Buy the program.

WarBirds is by:
ICI (Interactive Creations Inc.)
817-424-5638
USA
http://www.icigames.com

PC Keyboard:
The center section of the Øverlay should drop
down to conform to the keyboard.
Any 'slack' is taken up by shortining the two sides.

I only have access to this one type of keyboard
and would appreciate feedback on others.
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.gaccept XXXX Accepts request from player XXXX
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Plane Commands
.dweeb # Toggle standard (0) & easy (1) flight models
.e Allows you exit a plane on the ground
HQ & Plane Commands
.radio Displays current radio settings
.radio ### Sets a radio to a specified frequency
.radio # XXX Sets radio # to player XXX
.speed ### Sets the speed of plane with speed trim

.jsquad XXX Accept an invitation to join a squad

.jwing Accept an invitation to be a wingman

.move [f,b,g]## Move to field, briefing room, or general room ##

.name XXX Names a squadron XXX. (Squad leaders only)

.plane # Selects the plane you will fly

.ord # Load ordnance set 0-3. w/o # lists avail. loadouts

.rank Displays the top 100 pilots (Updated daily)

.remove XXX Removes XXX from a squadron. (Squad leaders only)

.fields Provides status of all airfields

.fly Moves you from HQ to your plane

.fly b Places you at the opposite end of runway

.fuel ### Loads fuel. ### equals % of tank capacity

.handle XXX Sets your WarBirds handle

.help Provides a list of the dot commands

.invite XXX Invites XXX to join a squadron.  (Squad leaders only)

.login Logs a player back into WarBirds

.roster Provides a roster of players currently logged in

.salvo ## Selects number of bombs / rockets fired (pickle on)

.score XXX Displays score for player XXX

.slogan XXX Selects XXX as squad motto. (Squad leaders only)

.smoke  ## Smoke trail with ## interval between puffs

.squad XXX Displays roster and scores for squad XXX

.wwing Invites XXX to be your wingman
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.wwing Withdraw a wingman invitationHQ & Tower Commands
.clear Resets your score
.conv ### Sets the convergence of your guns
.country # Sets your country
.delay ### Sets bombs delay for ### milliseconds
.disband Disbands a squadron. (Squad leaders only)
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